
Extending Hyper Tableaux with Rigid E-Uni�cationPeter Baumgartner, Michael K�uhnInstitut f�ur InformatikUniversit�at Koblenz-Landau Bernhard BeckertInstitut f�ur Logik, Komplexit�atund DeduktionssystemeUniversit�at KarlsruheIn [BFN96] we introduced a variant of clausal normal form tableaux called \hyper tableaux".Hyper tableaux keep many desirable features of analytic tableaux (structure of proofs, reading o�models in special cases) while taking advantage of central ideas from (positive) hyper resolution:for the �rst, the calculus employs the \hyper-property", which means that in each inference stepall negative literals of a clause are to be resolved away simultaneously. For the second, hypertableaux make extensive use of universally quanti�ed variables, thus enabling \subsumption"as the primary pruning technique. An implementation is available and showed very promisingresults.In the talk we well report about ongoing work on two improvements of the basic calculus. The�rst improvement deals with a shortcoming of the basic calculus, which is the need for \purifying"substitutions in disjunctions of positive literals. In order to guarantee the soundness of thecalculus, a disjunction of the form P (x; y) _ P (y; z) leads to two tableau branches containingliterals P (x; y)� and P (y; z)�, where � is a ground substitution for y. Such a technique isprohibitive if the Herbrand base explodes very quickly. In the talk we will sketch a solution tothis problem which avoids the need for purifying substitutions while retains the positive features.For instance, the modi�ed calculus still yields a decision procedure for the function-free case(unlike hyper resolution).The second improvement is the extension with a dedicated inference rule for equality. We willuse the completion-based method for mixed universal and rigid E-uni�cation of [Bec94]. Thisprocedure was developed to be used within free variable semantic tableaux, and its applicationwithin the modi�ed hyper tableaux calculus is very natural. Its recent version [BP96] is inparticular attractive because it improves the interaction between the foreground reasoner (i.e.hyper tableaux) and the equality reasoner by preserving the results of the completion procedureto subsequent calls to it.References[BFN96] P. Baumgartner, U. Furbach, and I. Niemel�a. Hyper Tableaux. In JELIA 96. European Work-shop on Logic in AI, Springer, LNCS, 1996. (Long version in: Fachberichte Informatik , 8{96,Universit�at Koblenz-Landau).[Bec94] B. Beckert. A completion-based method for mixed universal and rigid E-uni�cation. InA. Bundy, editor, 12th International Conference on Automated Deduction (CADE 12), volume814 of LNCS, pages 678{692. Springer, 1994.[BP96] B. Beckert and C. Pape. Incremental Theory Reasoning Methods for Semantic Tableaux. InP. Moscato, U. Moscato, D. Mundici, and M. Ornaghi, editors, Theorem Proving with AnalyticTableaux and Related Methods, volume 1071 of Lecture Notes in Arti�cial Intelligence, pages93{109. Springer, 1996.


